Market power analysis in the retail food industry: a survey of methods*
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The present paper surveys various methods used to analyse market power in the retail food industry. The strengths and weaknesses of these approaches are explored and a review of the issues in using New Empirical Industrial Organization (NEIO) and time-series models is provided. The absence of a theory underlying time-series models is highlighted and a review of some theoretical models in retailing is presented. The impact of imperfect competition in the food processing sector on retailing is also examined. It is argued that a combination of the approaches that minimises the weaknesses and builds on the strengths of single approaches may prove more promising for examining non-competitive behaviour.

1. Introduction

‘Market power is like the wind. You can feel it but you cannot see it.’

(Kohls and Uhl 2002, p. 270)

A recent article by Griffith (2000) published in this journal critically reviewed previous work on market power in the food marketing chain with an emphasis on the results obtained. It highlighted the importance of conducting research into non-competitive behaviour in the food chain. Such behaviour was estimated to reduce the surplus accruing to Australian consumers by more than A$1 billion per year, and produce a deadweight loss to the economy amounting to A$20 million per year. As a result of the inefficiencies spawned when retail firms exercise market power, non-competitive behaviour of retailers is increasingly becoming a concern not only in Australia (Australian Parliament 1999), but also in
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the USA, Europe and developing countries. Market power is generally defined as the ability of firms to profitably alter prices away from competitive levels.

There seems to exist a disparity between the extent of concern about market power and the level of analytical refinement used to measure it. A shift of market power from manufacturers to retailers has been a focus of investigation for at least a decade (e.g. Farris and Ailawadi 1992; Ailawadi et al. 1995; Messinger and Narasimhan 1995). This research has recently found its way into the agricultural economics literature with the notion advanced by Cotterill (1997) of food convergence. According to this hypothesis, global food market structures are converging into a USA manufacturer-led model where manufacturers dominate the food marketing system, or a UK retailer-led model where retailers dominate, or possibly a hybrid of both.

The purpose of the present article is to critically survey various methods used in analysing market power in the retail food industry. As such, it complements the article by Griffith (2000) which focused on reviewing previous work in the food marketing chain to map out policy and research directions.

New approaches to determining market power have emerged in recent years but there have been limited applications in retailing. Applications of imperfect competition models in the manufacturing sector appeared in the 1930s but those in the retail sector lagged behind and began to emerge only in the middle of the 1940s (Bliss 1988). In the retail food industry, the majority of these studies have been conducted in developed countries, particularly the USA. Very few have been undertaken in developing countries. Accordingly, the scope of this article is limited to the research conducted in developed countries (Table 1).

The present article is organised as follows. Section two reviews general approaches to analysing retail market power. Some key issues in applying models under two of these approaches – the New Empirical Industrial Organization (NEIO) and time-series approaches – are examined in sections three and four. A few alternative retail theories are then discussed in section five, followed by concluding comments in section six.

---

1 For analysis of market power in the retail food industry in a developing country setting (Philippines), see Digal (2001) and Digal and Ahmadi-Esfahani (2000).

2 This is based on literature searches in popular journals in economics, agricultural economics, and Journal of Retailing.
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### Table 1  Food retailing market power studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Market power present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall et al. (1979)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion et al. (1992)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamm (1981)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotterill (1986)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model considering the product-price-service mix of supermarkets</td>
<td>√^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDonald et al. (1989)</td>
<td>OLS linear regression of relative profit rates against time</td>
<td>√^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newmark (1990)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farris and Ailawadi (1992)</td>
<td>Compared profitability measures: gross margin, net return on sales and net return on assets</td>
<td>√^d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaufman and Handy (1989)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messinger and Narasimhan (1995)</td>
<td>Formed representative portfolios of stocks in grocery retailing and manufacturing to estimate a market model (capital asset pricing model) to determine accounting and stock measures of profit</td>
<td>√^e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailawadi et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Calculated the economic value added by deducting cost of capital from accounting profit; also used market value added to determine potential market power</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binkley and Connor (1996)</td>
<td>Concentration-price model</td>
<td>√^f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards et al. (1996)</td>
<td>Conjectural variations model</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

^a See Bresnahan 1989 for a list of studies covering other industries and Abbott (1996) for studies in international trade.

^b Profitability related to market share is due to share-related market power.

^c Both food manufacturing and retailing sectors in the UK are earning supernormal profits. All other studies in this table were conducted in the USA.

^d Profitability has decreased and no shift of power to retailers through time.

^e Profits of both manufacturers and retailers have declined.

^f Relationship between concentration and price depends on the type of item, whether it is fresh produce or branded dry goods.
2. Market power analysis

There have basically been four general approaches previously employed to analyse market power: industry case studies; models in the structure-conduct-performance (SCP) paradigm, NEIO models and time-series models.3

The SCP approach was pioneered by Bain (1951) as a response to a gap in the application of case studies conceived by Mason in the 1930s. Case studies were found to be too expensive to conduct and limited in terms of their applications in other industries (Scherer and Ross 1990). The SCP approach works on the premise that the organisation and structure of markets determine conduct of firms within an industry, thereby indirectly affecting market performance. The elements of this approach can be incorporated into a convenient framework for analysing industry competition, as in Porter’s model (Porter 1980). Within this framework, the testable hypothesis is that average profit in concentrated markets is higher than in less concentrated markets. A popular example of this approach is the retail food industry study of Marion (1979) which has been used in many USA anti-trust cases. To test the concentration-profit hypothesis, profits are regressed against a concentration variable (assumed to be exogenous) and other demand and supply variables, usually using cross-section industry-level data. A positive relationship between profits and concentration is interpreted as evidence of market power (Bresnahan 1989). The advantage of this approach is that it captures important structural parameters across industries, and hence provides insights into sources of market power. However, the concentration variable may be endogenous such that higher profits may not be due to market power, but to lower costs as concentrated markets entail larger, more efficient firms.

The NEIO approach focuses more on aspects of market conduct such as the behaviour and strategic reactions of firms in the industry. It addresses the weak theoretical foundation of the SCP approach by deriving models from microeconomic theory. According to Bresnahan (1989), the NEIO approach ‘sees itself as taking the best from the two great empirical industrial organisation traditions: SCP and industry case studies’ (p. 1013). Various models have been developed under this general approach which can be broadly classified into those that estimate marginal cost directly, conjectural variations models, and comparative statics models. The latter can be further subdivided into comparative statics in demand, supply, costs and industry structure (Bresnahan 1989).

Of the models developed under the spirit of the NEIO paradigm, the conjectural variations model appears to be the ‘workhorse’ model, as shown by its wide application in various industries including the food sector. With

3 Bresnahan (1989) and Schmalensee (1989) provide excellent reviews of the NEIO and SCP literature, respectively.
the emergence of NEIO, there appears to have been a renewed interest in case studies among industrial organisation economists because of a reappraisal of the usefulness of the conjectural variations model (Connor 1998). Disenchantment with the NEIO approach often stems from the fact that one needs to assume a priori the mode of conduct and structure. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether estimates of market power distortion are reliable – they may simply be the result of the imposed a priori structure, or emanate from measurement or misspecification problems (Azzam and Anderson 1996). NEIO models are typically used to analyse a single market and are difficult to implement empirically because of data requirements and sensitivity to specification errors (Hyde and Perloff 1995). Moreover, NEIO models do not identify sources of market power and, hence, have limited practical contributions in competition policy settings (Bresnahan 1989; Connor 1998).

A fourth approach – the time-series approach – can be identified, at least in the agricultural economics literature, which cannot be classified under either the SCP or NEIO approaches. This approach looks at the movement of prices in vertically-related markets and is widely used in the retail food industry. It does not fall under SCP, as no concentration ratio variable appears in the model. Bresnahan (1989), who reviewed the literature and classified a number of studies, did not include time-series models under NEIO. Examples of this approach are price-asymmetry models which use the Wolffram-Houck procedure to segment variables (e.g. Kinnucan and Forker 1987), cointegration models (Engle and Granger 1987), and price levelling and averaging models (Parish 1967; Griffith et al. 1991). These models are relatively easy to implement compared to NEIO models because of fewer data requirements. However, most applications lack theory and cannot distinguish between collusion and perfectly competitive markets. Hence, the corresponding results are only indicative of market power.

Clearly, these four broad approaches to analysing market power all have advantages and disadvantages (Table 2). While the case study approach covers many of the institutional details in a particular industry that are useful in competition policy settings, it is costly and limited in terms of its applications in other industries. On the other hand, the SCP approach to a certain degree helps uncover important structural parameters across industries and, hence, identify sources of market power. However, it lacks a microeconomic foundation. The NEIO approach addresses this weakness, but is difficult to implement empirically (particularly the conjectural variations model). Thus, the choice of approach depends on a number of factors such as the objectives of the study, data availability and budget constraints. Retail market power is expected to vary across products due to the different levels of countervailing power exerted by food processors. With
### Table 2  Strengths and weaknesses of various approaches in analysing retail market power

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches/Models</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry case studies</td>
<td>Covers institutional details of the industry</td>
<td>Expensive and results are limited only to the industry covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subjective judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure-conduct-performance (SCP) paradigm</td>
<td>Cross-section analysis</td>
<td>Not rooted in a microeconomic foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Empirical Industrial Organization (NEIO)</td>
<td>Rooted in a microeconomic foundation</td>
<td>Limited mainly to single industry analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjectural variations model</td>
<td></td>
<td>Data limitations and sensitivity to specification problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative statics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement of prices as indication of market power</td>
<td>Simple and easy to implement empirically</td>
<td>Most applications lack theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price asymmetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot distinguish between collusion and perfectly competitive markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cointegration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price levelling and averaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data limitations and budget constraints, the case study and SCP approaches may not be practical. Moreover, with their lack of microeconomic foundation, they are less preferred to NEIO and time-series models.

3. NEIO studies

There are a number of models stemming from the NEIO approach which have been used extensively to measure market power. Three of the more popular models are considered below.

3.1 Concentration-price model

Early market power studies in the retail food industry employed the SCP approach, particularly the concentration-profit model (e.g. Marion 1979). Another model used to examine market power in the retail food industry is the concentration-price model. This is a comparative statics model of industry structure which examines how concentration variables such as the concentration ratio and other supply and demand variables affect price (Bresnahan 1989).

While Bresnahan (1989) classifies the concentration-price model as an NEIO model, it is actually a 'hybrid' of the SCP and NEIO approaches. It resembles the NEIO approach because, unlike SCP, it examines a single industry (e.g. retail food) without inferring market power from a cross-section of industries and without treating price-cost margins as observables. However, unlike conjectural variations models, it does not consider firm/industry conduct as an unknown parameter to be estimated and, in particular, it is not necessary to make restrictive assumptions about monopolistic seller behaviour. Unfortunately, however, as the concentration-price model has its roots in the SCP paradigm, it inherits some of its problems (Connor 1996), a number of which are highlighted here.

First, the assumption that the concentration or market share variable is exogenous is questionable. Referring to the concentration-profit model, Clarke and Davies (1982) show that margins and concentration are jointly determined by underlying cost and demand conditions. This is essentially the argument advanced by Demsetz (1973) – that margins or profits are high in concentrated markets, not because of market power, but because of lower costs. Cotterill and Harper (1995) suggest that this problem persists in concentration-price studies, but in a different form. Specifically, prices may be higher in concentrated markets, because firms offer higher quality and more expensive differentiated products. Most studies which have used the concentration-price model have assumed homogeneous products except Cotterill (1986), Kaufman and Handy (1989) and Cotterill (1999). An issue arises as to
whether the concentration ratio or Herfindahl index is a more appropriate explanatory variable in concentration-price models than market share when products are differentiated. Harris (1988) has shown that, with an homogeneous product, the choice does not matter. However, with differentiated products, a share variable is more appropriate as the effect of concentration on margins is indeterminate a priori. Lamm (1981) and Cotterill (1986) used both measures, assuming homogeneous and differentiated products respectively.4

Second, all concentration-price studies assume perfect collusion (the polar extreme to Cournot). Thus, if the underlying game is other than perfect collusion, some bias in the results should be expected (Connor 1996).

Third, the relationship between price and market share may not be linear, but linear in logarithms. However, most studies including those cited above do not estimate the model in log form.

Fourth, while the above studies seek to capture scale effects, cost variables used are in additive form, implying no substitution between inputs. Azzam (1997), however, assuming an homogeneous product, showed that the effect of market power and cost efficiency could be decomposed.

Finally, concentration-price studies focus on determining retail market power in the output market, and assume perfect competition in the input market.

3.2 Conjectural variations models

The concentration-price model focuses on an aggregate sector (e.g. retail food), ignoring the degree of market power across various products within the sector. Applications of conjectural variations models, on the other hand, examine specific products or industries. A firm’s belief about rivals’ reactions to its output choice is called a conjectural variation (Azzam and Pagoulatos 1990). The majority of these applications have been conducted in the processing sector and very few have been reported in the retail industry.

One of these is the study by Richards et al. (1996) which examines retailers’ market power in the input and output markets of the lemon industry. Following Schroeter and Azzam (1991), the retail margin is expressed as a function of marketing costs, exogenous variables and output and input market power parameters. The study also examines the effect of marketing order suspensions by using a dummy variable to represent prorate and non-prorate periods, thereby differentiating conjectural elasticities during each of the prorate regimes.5 The conjectural elasticity is defined as the conjectural

---

4 For an interesting debate regarding this issue, see Cotterill (1993b).

5 Prorates refer to the system of controlled allocations between the fresh and processing markets (Richards et al. 1996, p. 263).
variation of a firm multiplied by its market share (Azzam and Pagoulatos 1990). To identify the conjectural elasticity values, a multi-stage estimation procedure was applied similar to Azzam and Pagoulatos (1990); Schroeter and Azzam (1991); and Wann and Sexton (1993). The first stage involves estimating time-varying demand and supply elasticities. The second stage involves specifying the marketing input cost function as a dual retailer cost function to account for variations in input price on retail margins.

One limitation of the above model is the assumption of a fixed proportions technology. Heien (1980) argues that this is realistic in a retail setting, where further processing of supplies sourced from farmers, wholesalers or manufacturers is limited. However, studies such as Gardner (1975); Alston and Scobie (1983); Mullen et al. (1988); and Wohlgenant (1996) show that a fixed proportions assumption between agricultural inputs and marketing inputs is quite restrictive. With the exception of Wohlgenant (1996), most studies which relax the assumption of fixed proportions are applications in the processing sector and not in the retail sector (e.g. Azzam and Pagoulatos 1990; Azzam 1992; McCorriston et al. 1998).

Second, while not explicitly stated in the study by Richards et al. (1996), the model assumes identical firms with equal market shares, equal conjectural variations in equilibrium, and restricted entry. These are standard assumptions in this type of model stemming from the scarcity of firm-level data, and the need to allow for consistent aggregation over firms. The Gorman polar cost function, which assumes that firms have different intercepts or fixed costs, but identical slopes or marginal costs, is usually employed in conjectural variations models (Appelbaum 1982; Cotterill 1993a). However, in reality firms do differ and often vary in size with heterogeneous costs (especially under imperfect competition). As argued by Bresnahan (1989), the marginal costs of firms are likely to vary in equilibrium when market power exists. As such, it is better to interpret the aggregate conjectural variation estimated at the industry level as average industry conduct, and the price-cost margin as average industry mark-up, as in Cowling and Waterson (1976). Thus, the model cannot distinguish between market power and efficiency because intra-industry variation among different sizes of firms is not accounted for in the model (Cotterill 1993a).

Third, there are problems in the empirical estimation of the above model. Hyde and Perloff (1995) found that conjectural variations models were sensitive to choice of functional form. In their simulation, they noted that the use of the translog reduced the probability of correctly determining the true market structure by six times on the average, compared with an estimate based on a correctly-specified functional form. Thus, they concluded that the model would be only powerful and flexible if it were correctly specified. They
also found that, using a general structural model, they could not generate reliable results using aggregate data (4-digit SIC) for the food manufacturing industry. This implies that estimating conjectural variations models at the industry level requires extensive experimentation with specification, making tests on the estimates unreliable (Hyde and Perloff 1995). To address this problem, three approaches have been employed. One approach is a full system approach, as in Appelbaum (1982) and Schroeter (1988). The former study includes margin and demand functions for both inputs and output. The latter consists of supply, output demand, margin and input demand equations. A second approach is a partial approach where margins or price and cost-related equations are estimated in a partial equation system, with input supply and output demand elasticities estimated separately or obtained from extraneous sources (e.g. Azzam and Pagoulatos 1990). A third approach is a single-equation variant of the second approach where the margin or price equation is estimated and elasticities are estimated separately or sourced from other studies (e.g. Azzam 1996). Although the full system approach is an ideal approach, as it accounts for the relevant factors simultaneously, the other two approaches may prove more practical, given their sensitivity to misspecification problems and data requirements.

Fourth, in estimating a conjectural variations model, one needs to assume a priori a mode of conduct and structure (i.e. oligopolistic-Cournot or Bertrand; monopolistic/collusion). Accordingly, one is uncertain as to whether the gap between marginal cost and price is due to the assumption, or simply emanates from measurement or misspecification problems (Azzam and Anderson 1996). Azzam (1992) developed a model that addressed this issue by testing whether meat processors set price equal to marginal cost. The model assumes a monopolistic and monopsonistic processor. While this assumption appears to be unrealistic, as there is more than one firm in the meat processing industry, the model tests whether processors set price equal to marginal cost and not whether the demand curve is horizontal. Following Appelbaum (1982), the market power parameter which is the distortion parameter/s in Azzam’s model (not a conjectural elasticity) can be interpreted as an average distortion parameter. The advantage of Azzam’s model is that its assumptions are consistent when using aggregate data. Holloway and Hertel (1996) show that, at the aggregate level, the only conjecture consistent with equilibrium is the monopolistic conjecture.

Finally, while firms in the above retail conjectural variations model appear to be engaged in dynamic behaviour where they consider the reactions of other rivals in deciding how much to produce, the model is in fact derived in a static framework. Holloway (1991) extended Gardner’s (1975) marketing margin model to account for imperfect competition and addressed the issue of entry. However, in the empirical application, he assumed a fixed
proportions technology and only addressed market power in the output market, not in the input market.

### 3.3 Bargaining model

The models discussed thus far assume that retailers source their supplies from competitive markets. However, some suppliers, particularly in the food processing industry, are not price takers, as evidenced in various studies (e.g. Wann and Sexton 1993). Traill and Henson (1994) argued that the retail price of a product was determined by the degree of competition at the manufacturing and retail levels and the bargaining process between these two players in the food chain. Steiner (1993) also argued that an inverse relationship existed between retailing and manufacturing margins, as found in various industries producing homogeneous food products (e.g. Wills and Mueller 1989). The argument is that manufacturers’ advertising, which enhances popularity of these products among consumers, causes intense competition among retailers. As manufacturers appear to possess greater bargaining power they can command higher wholesale prices which results in an inverse relationship between manufacturer and retail margins. Studies providing evidence of this inverse relationship include Reekie (1975); Nelson (1978); Albion and Farris (1987); and Steiner (1993). Although this phenomenon is more common in non-food products with high penetration rates, and large advertising budgets (Lal and Narasimhan 1996), a study by Binkley and Connor (1996) on grocery pricing revealed that prices for non-branded unprocessed products, such as fresh red meats and milk, were not affected by cost factors compared to branded products. This may suggest that branded products were priced more competitively than non-branded products, possibly implying an inverse relationship between wholesale and retail margins.

These studies provide insights into dynamics in vertical channels, particularly the interaction between suppliers and retailers. It has been argued that there has been a shift of market power from suppliers to retailers, and this has been the subject of a number of studies, particularly in the field of marketing. This shift of power has been attributed to increasing retailer concentration, access to scanner technology, eroding brand loyalty due to increases in price promotions, and improved quality of private label products (Ailawadi et al. 1995; Soucie 1997). In addition, fragmentation of consumer markets, enhanced quality of retail management personnel and a decline in manufacturer advertising also contributed to the shift of power to retailers (Messinger and Narasimhan 1995). The empirical evidence, however, reveals mixed results. Kaufman and Handy (1989); Farris and Ailawadi (1992);
Ailawadi et al. (1995); and Messinger and Narasimhan (1995) found no evidence of market power in the USA retail food industry. However, as discussed earlier, Marion (1979); Lamm (1981, 1983); and Cotterill (1986) found the opposite. It is inappropriate to compare and draw conclusions from these studies, as they vary in terms of periods or samples covered, methodologies of testing market power and level of data aggregation.

Interestingly, while the marketing field explored the shift of power from manufacturers to retailers, agricultural economists hypothesized that global food market structures were converging into a USA manufacturer-led model, or a UK retailer-led model, or possibly a hybrid of both (Cotterill 1997). One of the many reasons why food manufacturers in the USA dominate retailers is strong brand loyalty produced by effective advertising (Connor 1997). This may explain why some studies found no evidence of market power in the USA retail food industry, as manufacturers dominate the entire food system. On the other hand, retailers in the UK are the dominant players, partly because of their strong private labels (Cotterill 1997).

Although there is some empirical evidence relating to the impact of suppliers’ bargaining (or market) power on retailers’ margins, there are limited studies providing a balance between theoretical and empirical applications. Based on the concept of Steiner (1978), Lynch (1986) developed a formal model and showed that, with a monopolistically competitive retailing segment, the elasticity of demand facing a brand manufacturer might change inversely with that experienced by the brand’s retailers. Similarly, Lal and Narasimhan (1996) used game theory to explain the inverse relationship between manufacturer and retailer marketing margins. While these theoretical studies focused specifically on explaining the inverse relationship hypothesis of Steiner, the bilateral monopoly/countervailing power literature could also be used to understand the interaction between suppliers and retailers.6

Bilateral monopoly can be modelled to allow for the dominance of the seller or the buyer, collusion or bargaining. A number of studies have been undertaken in this area since the seminal paper by Bowley (1928). Studies on bilateral oligopoly are limited, even though this model appears to be a realistic one (Azzam 1996). The bilateral oligopoly model developed by Azzam (1996) circumvented the bargaining issue and directly estimated the degree of dominance. It was applied in the beef slaughter and retail industries. The model posits that observed carcass price depends on the relative degree of dominance of packers or retailers. The study provides a framework for modelling interaction between producers and suppliers.

6 This has an interesting history which can be traced back to the concept of countervailing power developed by Galbraith 1952 triggering criticisms due to the lack of rigorous theory of bilateral oligopoly (e.g. Connor 1996).
However, no substitution possibilities between labour and material inputs are allowed. Although this may not be restrictive in the beef industry, it does not realistically reflect the possible substitution between retailing inputs evident in more developed retail food industries such as that of the USA.

4. Time-series models

Time-series models are similar to NEIO models, but differ in their capacity to identify market distortion. They include the price-asymmetry, cointegration, and price-levelling and averaging models examined below.

4.1 Price asymmetry

The time-series model most widely used in the agricultural economics literature to examine retail market power is the price-asymmetry model. This model is based on the notion that input price increases are more rapidly and more completely passed on to consumers than input price reductions (von Cramon-Taubadel 1998). It uses the Houck (1977) procedure to segment changes in aggregate costs into decreases and increases in various cost components. This method was based originally on the work by Tweeten and Quance (1969) which was modified later by Wolfiram (1971) and Houck (1977). Thus, it has now been dubbed the Wolfiram-Houck asymmetry model (von Cramon Taubadel 1998).

The most widely cited application of this model is by Kinnucan and Forker (1987) who used the theoretical model by Heien (1980) as a basis for incorporating dynamics into the Houck procedure. The key question being investigated in this approach is whether decreases and increases in buying prices (farm or wholesale or processor) are reflected in or transmitted to selling or retail prices. In other words, whether lower and higher buying prices are equally transmitted to selling prices. Although not quite explicit in all studies using this approach, the model is derived under the assumption that a profit-maximising firm produces an homogeneous product with a fixed proportions constant returns to scale technology. Early studies such as Heien (1980) and Kinnucan and Forker (1987) made this more explicit. More recent studies such as Fabiosa (1995) and Mohanty et al. (1995) focused on the estimation of an empirical model applying the Houck procedure.

Several issues arise in estimating price-asymmetry models. One is the assumption of a fixed proportions technology. While this may not be considered restrictive in the retailing compared to the manufacturing sector retail industries in recent years, particularly in developed countries, have substantially changed due to structural changes in demand. For example, as a result of the increasing demand for convenience food, retailers’ ready-to-eat
meals categories have expanded, implying substitution between labour and raw material inputs. Moreover, most of the studies employing this approach, while assuming fixed proportions, do not pay much attention to the role of retailing costs (other than the raw material). Kinnucan and Forker (1987), for example, attempted to include cost variables such as labour, packaging materials, and transportation, but resorted to using an index of cost variables due to multicollinearity problems. On the other hand, Pick et al. (1991); Fabiosa (1995); and Mohanty et al. (1995) did not use any cost variables in their models other than the cost of the raw material.

Another issue in estimating price-asymmetry models with lagged increases and decreases in retail and wholesale prices is the high correlation between the current and lagged segmented prices. One way of addressing this problem is to impose a structure on the coefficients of the segmented variables. The Koyck and Almon polynomial techniques can be used to address this issue. The latter technique, used by Kinnucan and Forker (1987), is more flexible than the Koyck technique which assumes that coefficients decline in a geometric pattern (Gujarati 1995). In addition, it requires fewer data compared to those required in the Koyck technique and does not include lagged dependent variables as explanatory variables. Finally, the number of coefficients to be estimated would be smaller than the original number of coefficients if a low-degree polynomial were fitted (Gujarati 1995).

Aggregation over product types and across regions and cities has important repercussions in modelling. For example, aggregating retail and wholesale prices of particular products, such as all leafy vegetables or all types of chicken, distorts price relationships. The same would be true in aggregating regions and cities. Thus, it is extremely important to use disaggregated data, if feasible.

For more than a decade, the price-asymmetry model using the Wolffram-Houck procedure has been used widely without taking into account the issue of possible non-stationarity of time-series data. Mohanty et al. (1995) first addressed this issue in their application of the model to the international wheat trade. They found price series of wheat to be non-stationary, but not cointegrated and hence estimated the model in first differences to avoid spurious regression. von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) criticised this study for not estimating the model within a cointegration framework as, using the same data set, they found that the price series was cointegrated.7 Disregarding this observation, von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) have shown why the Wolffram-Houck procedure is incompatible with a cointegrated system. This is because the model is a vector autoregression (VAR) in

---

7 See von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) for the comment and Mohanty et al. (1996) for the response.
differences, which does not account for the information on the evolution of a cointegrated system that is conveyed in non-stationary levels (Hamilton 1994; von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy 1996). Thus, the model would not capture the long-run relationship between retail and wholesale prices and other cost variables if these variables were non-stationary of order one and cointegrated. von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996) show that it is particularly important to test whether the model variables are cointegrated when the results are asymmetric as in Mohanty et al. (1995).

A number of empirical applications of price transmission models conduct causality tests between two vertical nodes, that is, farm and retail or wholesale and retail (e.g. Heien 1980; Ward 1982; Mohanty et al. 1995). These studies conduct causality tests as one step in the examination of price-asymmetric responses, often to determine the direction of causality. Based on a theoretical model, farm prices cause retail prices such that retail prices are treated as the dependent variable and farm prices as the independent variable. Thus, if the direction of causality is reversed, the empirical model may be misspecified (Mohanty et al. 1995). Heien (1980) found approximately half of the commodities studied conformed with the expected results based on the theoretical model, that is, farm price caused retail price. Other studies, such as those of Kinnucan and Forker (1987) and Pick et al. (1991) however, do not recommend causality tests between retail and farm prices and retail and wholesale prices. As indicated by Kinnucan and Forker (1987), this test is controversial and inconsistent with the mark-up model which assumes farm/wholesale prices are exogenous. Conway et al. (1984) argue that Sims and Granger’s causality tests are fatally flawed for several reasons. One reason is the exclusion of other variables which renders results spurious (Berndt 1991). It is worth noting that, in the profit maximising condition for a firm or retailer behaving non-competitively, there are other variables that affect price-setting behaviour. Under perfect competition, causality testing may be more appropriate, as price is a key factor in a firm’s decision-making process, and is in fact exogenous to the model. Under imperfect competition, however, a monopolist considers both demand and supply factors, so price and quantity are determined simultaneously. Moreover, the sampling distributions of various statistics used in causality testing to determine statistical significance are often valid only in large samples (Berndt 1991, p. 383). Finally, Granger’s causality test will prove ineffective when data series is non-stationary, although Willett et al. (1997) addressed this limitation by including a trend variable and a current period value of the presumed causal factor in the price-asymmetry model.8

---

8 Time-series analysts do not recommend a trend variable when variables are non-stationary (Gujarati 1995).
4.2 Cointegration

The cointegration approach has also been used to examine movements of prices to infer the conduct of marketing firms. However, unlike the above models, most studies that utilise cointegration such as Goodwin and Schroeder (1991), examine prices not between two market levels such as farm and retail, but between traders or retailers in two locations. The concept is that, if the market is perfectly competitive, then prices move together in the long run and hence are cointegrated. This implies that markets are integrated if prices are cointegrated. However, Faminow and Benson (1990) argued that such market integration results could either be interpreted as efficient arbitrage or perfect collusion. They showed theoretically that interpretation of the results of market integration analysis, assuming a standard point-space trading model, differed from a model assuming spatial competition. The former interprets short-run market integration as competitive FOB pricing and efficient Marshallian arbitrage, while the latter implies basing point pricing which results from an organised oligopoly setting, as in price leadership or collusion (Greenhut 1971; Scherer and Ross 1990). To illustrate this they applied the Ravallion (1986) market integration model to examine hog prices in Canada. They found incomplete basing-point pricing using a weak form of the short-run integration test.

Results using cointegration models will be unreliable if simultaneity bias exists between two prices. Purcell (1999) employed a vector error correction model to examine price asymmetry between producer and retail prices. He argued that asymmetric-price transmission provided an indication of market power as producer and retail prices were slow to adjust due to the lack of competitive pressure. He found a slow adjustment between retail and producer prices which was interpreted as an indication of ‘vertical’ market power, but found horizontal competition to be sufficient. It should be noted, however, that as in the price-asymmetry and price levelling/averaging models, the cointegration approach is a ‘weak test’ of imperfect competition. The absence of cointegration may be due to a number of factors aside from market power, such as government intervention and poor infrastructure, as well as its lack of power to distinguish between collusion and a competitive outcome (Baulch 1997).

While cointegration analysis provides only an indication of market power, it is a necessary step in estimating price-asymmetry models, at least when a

---

9 Basing point pricing refers to a system in which one production point is accepted as the basing point, and all prices are quoted at that point plus freight to destination (Scherer and Ross 1990, p. 504).

10 Short-run integration implies long-run integration in Ravallion’s model (Ravallion 1986).
sufficiently long time-series is available. It is needed to address the problem of non-stationarity of time-series variables which results in inferential inconsistencies and biases, as in Mohanty et al. (1995); von Cramon-Taubadel and Loy (1996); and von Cramon-Taubadel (1998). While useful in testing market integration to provide an indication of market power, cointegration is also helpful in providing an indication of whether or not products or markets should be aggregated, which is important in the empirical analysis of market power. Monke and Petzel (1984) argue that if markets are not integrated or independent, they should be modelled in a disaggregated manner. Hick’s composite commodity theorem suggests that commodities can be aggregated when the relative prices of these products remain constant. Hence, aggregating commodities when prices are not integrated runs into some conceptual problems. Similarly, Gardner and Brooks (1994) noted that the markets might be viewed as a single market when they were integrated, since arbitrage eliminated price differences in the two markets. Imperfect competition such as collusion, or preferential access to scarce resources such as transport and credit, leads to higher price differences than transaction costs, thus affecting market integration (Sexton et al. 1991). In their study of the West Bengal food economy, Palaskas and White (1993) found that factors such as polarisation of assets, institutional control of information and price formation, and various other barriers to entry, affected market integration aside from underdeveloped infrastructure facilities. These factors perpetuate market power and distort price signals and market integration (Faminow and Benson 1990; Goodwin and Schroeder 1991).

4.3 Price levelling and averaging

Transmission of prices between farm and retail has also been examined, using price levelling and averaging models, ostensibly to infer the conduct of retailers. The degree of price variability often varies between retail and wholesale/farm levels with the latter being found to be more variable. Parish (1967) attributed this phenomenon to retailers’ levelling and averaging of prices. Aside from repricing costs, instability of supply and other demand conditions, Parish argued that retailers levelled or averaged prices because of market power. He noted that if one were willing to assume that the demand curve facing a retailer was not only more elastic at high prices than at low prices, but also possessed a kink (oligopoly demand) at the normal price, one could explain both the rigidity of retail prices and the variations in margins among various products similar to those resulting from price levelling and averaging.

Like the price-asymmetry and cointegration models, an indication of price levelling and averaging does not necessarily mean the presence of market
power. There are other factors which may give rise to the same result. However, price levelling and averaging may potentially provide an indication of market power with a model derived from a profit-maximising retailer, assuming imperfect competition in the retail output market.

Assuming that the level of output is exogenous and demand is constant over the period covered, a positive relationship between output and retail price implies market power. In Parish’s model, this result is taken as evidence of price levelling. On the other hand, if a linear demand curve facing the retailer is assumed, with the price of a substitute taken as a demand shifter, a negative and significant relationship between retail price and the price of a substitute implies imperfect competition. A negative significant relationship between these two variables implies price averaging. This shows how the empirical model of price levelling and averaging can be used to test for market power, a useful result which has not been emphasised in the literature. However, price levelling and averaging are typically short-run phenomena and, hence, the length of run or period covered in the analysis may also affect the conclusion, as found by Chang and Griffith (1998). Although a number of issues arise in estimating the model, such as stationarity of time-series data, frequency of time-series intervals (i.e. weekly or daily), data aggregation and possible endogeneity of farm and wholesale prices, the main criticism is the all-too-common lack of theory underpinning time-series models.

5. Some alternative retail theories

A number of theories of retail firms have been developed outside the agricultural economics literature. While providing a framework for analysing the behaviour of a retail firm the theoretical models by Ehrlich and Fisher (1982); Betancourt and Gautschi (1988); and Bliss (1988), among others, address the important issue of search costs. Bliss (1988) considers transport costs incurred by the consumer shopping around. Ehrlich and Fisher (1982) elaborate using the concept of full price, which includes factors affecting search costs such as the information provided by the retailer through advertising, its stock of knowledge about the retailers in the area, amount of goods purchased and other selling services. Betancourt and Gautschi (1988), on the other hand, provide more detail encompassing other non-search costs incurred by the consumer such as psychic costs. This is perhaps due to the fact that, unlike the concept developed by Ehrlich and Fisher (1982), this theory was specifically developed for retailing, and therefore the terms used resemble those used by people in the retail business, such as depth and breadth of the goods carried by retailers. Table 3 summarises the types of search costs incurred by consumers in purchasing goods from retailers, and the corresponding services or outputs provided by retail firms to ameliorate these costs.
### Table 3 Consumers’ search costs versus retailers’ outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumers’ search costs</th>
<th>Distribution services/Outputs of retail firms*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct time costs or the opportunity cost of travel time, including the waiting time inside and outside the retail establishment</td>
<td>Accessibility of location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct transportation costs or the monetary costs of going to and from the retail establishment</td>
<td>Accessibility of location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment costs incurred in purchasing or consumption activities, as a result of the unavailability of products or services at the desired time of consumption and purchase</td>
<td>Degree of assurance of immediate product delivery in the desired form, place and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychic costs or costs inflicted on the consumer in using the retail system by undesirable characteristics of the retail environment, such as inconvenience caused due to poor customer service or inadequate air-conditioning</td>
<td>Ambience which determines the ‘psychic’ costs imposed on the consumer by the nature of the retail environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage costs</td>
<td>Level of production assortment which can be classified further into: breadth (different product lines) and depth (different varieties within the product line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information costs</td>
<td>The amount of information provided by retailers with respect to the price, availability and other characteristics of the goods and services via advertising, promotion, and provision of sales assistants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes the provision of goods and services termed as ‘explicit products’.

Source of basic data: Betancourt and Gautschi (1988).
The customer theory of Okun (1981), used by Lye and Sibly (1994), where retailers and customers benefit by maintaining stable prices, can also be explained using the concept of search costs. Customers minimise costs, including search costs, once they have identified the best retail outlet to source their needs. This outlet provides the best services demanded by the customer considering the prices of the goods purchased, including search costs. Therefore, it is beneficial for the retailer to minimise variability in prices as he/she will incur costs of attracting or informing customers. However, Azzam (1999) shows that asymmetry may be due to the non-linearity of demand which, in turn, may be due to the assumption of spatial competition, implying the presence of search costs.

Closely related issues include the forward integration of processors venturing into retailing, often analysed using the concepts of organisational theory or transaction cost analysis (Williamson 1985) and forward integration by suppliers under monopolistic competition (Perry and Groff 1985). Theories such as the ‘evolutionary economics of markets’ and the ‘resource-based theory of business strategy’ (e.g. Penrose 1959; Nightingale 1996) help explain the ability of firms to exercise market power. For a retail firm to extract rents in an industry, it needs to have an advantage over other firms in areas such as product quality or differentiation, knowledge, information and depth and breadth of products sold.

While the above models provide a more realistic alternative framework for modelling a retail firm, empirical applications appear limited due to data unavailability. The study by Betancourt and Gautschi (1993), for example, encountered difficulties in producing an empirical equivalence for the theoretical model. However, these retail models do provide a theoretical basis for incorporating retail services into the demand for ‘explicit products’.

6. Conclusion

A number of conclusions emerge from this survey. First, more studies on market power appear to have been conducted in food manufacturing than in food retailing in developed countries.

Second, there are advantages and disadvantages to the four approaches to analysing market power reviewed in the present paper, that is, the case study, SCP, NEIO and time-series models. While the case study approach provides institutional details of an industry, it is expensive to conduct. The SCP approach typically covers a cross-section of industries, but it lacks a microeconomic foundation. On the other hand, while rooted in microeconomic theory, NEIO is usually limited to a specific industry and difficult to estimate empirically, as it requires a large amount of data and is sensitive to
mis specification problems. Time-series models are easier to implement, but they too generally lack a microeconomic foundation.

NEIO models, such as concentration-price and conjectural variations models, can be used to test explicitly for market power. However, they also have a number of drawbacks. Although the concentration-price model is able to provide insights into the sources of market power by including variables such as firm-level characteristics, most studies using such a model do not distinguish market power across products and may encounter endogeneity problems if using a concentration variable. However, these problems can often be addressed by using better data. Even though the conjectural variations model tests for market power in a specific industry, it does not provide insights into the sources of market power.

Various studies using time-series models, such as the Wolffram-Houck price-symmetry model, cointegration and price averaging and levelling models, have found price asymmetry and rigidity. They also reveal that results vary across types of products and commodities. Most authors attribute their findings to the exercise of market power among retailers. However, applications of these models lack a solid theoretical basis, and only provide an indication of market power, as there are other factors that may yield the same conclusion.

Third, a key question that needs to be addressed is whether retailers exercise market power in input and output markets. A model that tests for market power for the whole retail sector, such as a concentration-price model or a conjectural variations model (provided the weaknesses of these models are dealt with), is needed. However, a number of studies show that market power may also be present in the processing sector, where large firms operate in highly concentrated markets. Thus, the possibility of bargaining power in this sector cannot be discounted. Moreover, while analysis by product should be done at a highly disaggregated level, data availability is a limiting factor in analysing market power. Ideally, firm-level data should be used, as firms have different cost structures which affect the degree of market power.

Finally, given the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches and other considerations such as data and budget constraints, it appears that an approach which minimises the weaknesses and builds on the strengths of individual approaches may be worth pursuing. One way to achieve this is to combine several approaches, particularly NEIO and times-series models, which may be implemented in several stages. Price-asymmetry and cointegration models may be employed in the first stage to provide an indication of price rigidity and asymmetry in a number of industries covering both unprocessed and processed food products. Because the time-series models only provide an indication of market power, a conjectural variations model may be estimated in a second stage to explicitly test for retail market power in
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the input and output markets. The possibility of countervailing power may be explored in a third stage. By employing a multi-stage approach using a number of models, various ways of characterising market power can be validated. Indeed, there are many options open to researchers to examine market power in the retail food industry. While the choice depends on several constraints, the significance of a solid theoretical foundation for the approach employed cannot be ignored.
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